UNDERSTANDING
THE WATER
RESOURCES OF THE
AYEYARWADY
BASIN, MYANMAR

The Ayeyarwady River
is Myanmar’s largest
and most commercially
important river but its
water resources are
not well understood.
With the support of the Australian Water Partnership, the
Government of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar
commissioned the ﬁrst integrated assessment of the natural
resources of the Ayeyarwady Basin. eWater lead the surface
water assessment for the State of the Basin Assessment
(SOBA).

The Ayeyarwady Basin
With an area of just over 675 000 km2, the Republic of the
Union of Myanmar is the second largest country in South-East
Asia, after Indonesia.
The Ayeyarwady River starts in the Himalayas, ﬂowing for
approximately 2 000 km in a north-south direction through
Central Myanmar. The river basin has a total area of 413,700
km2 and covers about 61% of Myanmar. About 5% of the Basin
extends into the neighbouring countries of India (to the west)
and China (to the east).
The Ayeyarwady River Basin is dominated by a monsoonal
rainfall regime, associated with the south-western Indian
monsoon. It is also aﬀected by convectional systems and
cyclones from the Bay of Bengal. Groundwater ﬂows to the
streams and snowmelt from the northern regions are also
important contributions to basin ﬂows.
The Ayeyarwady River Basin is still a relatively undeveloped
basin. Like the majority of Myanmar, most of the Basin is
characterized as rural, with agriculture the main use of water.

Ayeyarwady River, view from Bupaya bagan (credit: tuanjai62/
Adobe Stock)

Project overview
The SOBA provides a baseline assessment of the basin’s water
and other natural resources, from which future management
options can be compared against.
eWater developed a preliminary baseline Source water system
model for the Ayeyarwady Basin (north of the delta), from
which a baseline assessment of the basin’s surface water

resources was undertaken.
The model is run with historic climate data for 1982 to 2016,
land use in 2014 and storage capacity in 2016. It represents
agriculture, domestic, urban and hydropower water use.
For the ﬁrst time, the baseline assessment gives water
managers a description of the hydrology of the Ayeyarwady
River Basin according to 5 Hydro-Ecological Zones and 13 subbasins, signiﬁcantly increasing the understanding of both
water availability and water use in the basin. For example, in
the ﬁgure below, we can see the diﬀerent components that
contribute to ﬂow at the end of the system as an annual total
and during the critical dry season, it shows how much water is
provided by diﬀerent sources and how much of this water is
used or lost to evaporation.

Flow components at the end of the Ayeyarwady Basin,
annually and in the dry season
The water system model is a ﬁrst cut at drawing together the
information required to adequately understand and simulate
the complexities of the Ayeyarwady River Basin. The baseline
model will be a key tool to support the future management of
the basin’s water resources, making it possible to:
Combine outputs from the model together with observed
values, to provide an overall assessment of water
availability and uses across the Ayeyarwady River Basin.
Understand baseline water availability and use, to support
the ongoing assessment of the Basin’s water resources and

to examine possible future scenarios and possible
implications, for example with climate change or increased
agricultural use.
Simulate components of the hydrological cycle at locations
where observed values are not available.
Identify information gaps and inform future data collection
initiatives.

Scoping Study
Following the completion of the SOBA, eWater was engaged to
undertake a scoping study of potential development options
for the mainstream of the Ayeyarwady River and tributary
ﬂows. The study was also supported by the Australian Water
Partnership.
The scoping study sought to demonstrate how water resource
models can be used to assess management scenarios and
provide valuable outputs to support stakeholder consultation.
The surface water system model was adapted to allow it to
provide information on the likely changes in the Ayeyarwady
mainstream and tributaries from diﬀerent development

scenarios. The scoping model can assess the likely ﬂow
changes from diﬀerent development options, to consider the
impact on water dependent outcomes such as irrigation,
hydropower production, surface water ﬂow heights and and
ﬂood magnitude. It is not intended to evaluate speciﬁc
development proposals.
The scoping model was used to compare a High Development
Scenario of hydropower on the tributaries and some irrigation
development in the Central Dry Zone against a baseline
scenario. The baseline scenario included ‘current’ irrigation
demand and hydropower dams representing 2000 megawatts
of hydropower, it does not include some 30 irrigation storages
where data was not available.
The results compared include:
Change in hydropower generation on an annual and
seasonal basis, inter-annual variability was also assessed.
Agriculture water use and availability assessed on an annu
al and inter-annual basis.
An assessment of changes to hydrographs at Sagaing, Pyay
and Monywa, including changes in ﬂow volume as well as
surface water level.

An example of the scoping model outputs is shown below. In
this, dry season irrigation extraction under the baseline and
high development scenarios are compared.

Dry season demand for water under the baseline and high
development scenarios.

Capacity Building
eWater conducted face to face training programs to introduce
water managers in Myanmar to the principles of hydrological
modelling and the use of Source. The training used the new
Ayeyarwady Source model, providing participants with handson experience in the use of the model.

eWater’s Geoﬀ Davis presenting Source training in Myanmar

PADDOCK TO REEF –
INTEGRATED
MONITORING,
MODELLING AND
REPORTING
PROGRAM

Targeting investment
to improve the health
of the Great Barrier
Reef.
What is the Paddock to Reef
program?
The Paddock to Reef Integrated Monitoring, Modelling and
Reporting Program (Paddock to Reef program) started in 2009
as a joint initiative of the Australian and Queensland
governments to report on water quality improvement resulting
from investment in improved land management practices.
Improving the quality of water leaving properties by reducing
pollutant run-oﬀ is critical to build the health and resilience of
the Great Barrier Reef (GBR). The program brings together
industry bodies, government agencies, natural resource
management bodies, landholders and research organisations.

The program provides a framework for evaluating and
reporting progress towards the Reef 2050 Water Quality
Improvement Plan targets. It integrates monitoring and
modelling information on management practices, catchment
indicators, catchment loads and the health of the Reef at the
paddock, sub-catchment, catchment, regional and whole GBR
scales (image below). The program evaluates management
practice adoption, management practice eﬀectiveness (in
terms of water quality beneﬁts and economic outcomes),
catchment condition, pollutant run-oﬀ and marine condition.

Focus areas for the Paddock to Reef program

How does Source support the
program?
The catchment modelling for the program is based on the
Source platform, with customised plug-ins developed by the
Queensland Government to provide additional water quality
functionality. A range of other purpose-built data collection

and reporting tools have also been built to support the
program. These include interactive maps to show pollutant
generation rates and priority investment areas.
The models are primarily used to report on annual progress
towards the reef water quality targets as a result of
investment in improved land management practices. Model
outputs are also used to determine priority areas for
investment and to assess possible outcomes from diﬀerent
scenarios such as diﬀerent rates of adoption of improved
practices. The catchment models also provide inputs for the
marine models.

The Paddock to the Reef program helps manage the impacts of
landuse on the quality of water ﬂowing to the Great Barrier
Reef, Qld
(credit: WITTE-ART.com / Adobe Stock)

Information sharing
Many of the actions required to achieve the water quality
targets need to be undertaken by farmers and other land
managers. To support greater uptake of the required actions,
the Paddock to Reef program has been designed to share

technical information in a way that can be easily understood
and used. It also incorporates the local knowledge of land
managers. Program features include:
Multiple lines of evidence to inform progress towards the
targets.
Technical experts are based in the regions, giving them a
good understanding of the local environment, issues and
the eﬀectiveness of management actions. This also helps
build relationships with local land managers.
Ongoing reﬁnement of the models and other tools to
incorporate new knowledge, data and methods.
Results are presented online through an interactive
reporting system to cater for the broad range of
stakeholders interested in the results from the general
public to scientiﬁc experts.
Data is made available to support other programs, for
example regional report cards and regional natural
resource management body and local government
investment decisions.
‘Cut down’ models provide locally speciﬁc tools to assess
individual projects and prioritise local investment.

Peer review, continual improvement and validation are critical
elements for any modelling program. The Paddock to Reef
catchment modelling program undertakes an external review
every three years. The program is supported by a GBR-wide
pollutant loads monitoring program which provides data to
calibrate and validate the catchment models and increase
conﬁdence in the models over time.
For further information go to Reef 2050 Water Quality
Improvement Plan website
https://www.reefplan.qld.gov.au/tracking-progress
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HOW SOURCE
SUPPORTS THE
MANAGEMENT OF
THE MURRAYDARLING BASIN
Source plays an important role in managing the waters
resources of the Murray-Darling Basin

RIVER BASIN
MODELS AND
WATER SHARING
POLICY IN THE
UPPER GODAVARI
SUB-BASIN,
MAHARASHTRA,
INDIA
eWater assisted the Maharashtra Department of Water
Resources to develop a modelling framework to test water
management options and to support the development of an
integrated water resources management (IWRM) plan for the

Upper Godavari sub-basin.

